Dividends Horizon®
Planning with Applied Wall and Desks

Dividends Horizon Applied Wall and freestanding desks combine to create compelling private offices and group spaces that balance collaboration and privacy.

Offered in a broad range of material options, Applied Wall and desk components deliver a consistent aesthetic throughout the workplace.
Dividends Horizon
Planning with Applied Wall and Desks

A Wall mounted overheads
B Worksurface
C Storage
D Insert material options

Features
+ Components are scaled and detailed to transition from the private office to open plan workspaces.
+ Structural and material integrity at an efficient price point.
+ Fabric inserts provide industry-leading levels of acoustic performance: NRC: .7, STC: 11.
+ Metal trim components provide durability and consistent color, gloss and texture.
+ Universal components (posts, trim, inserts) offer cost-effective and efficient reconfigurations.
+ Wall-mounted slatwall tiles support KnollExtra Orchestra accessories.

Planning
+ Wall tracks may be positioned in 6" widths from 24" to 48".
+ Worksurfaces up to 24"D may be mounted to wall tracks using standard supports.
+ Product enhancements are backward-compatible to minimize cost of ownership while providing future planning flexibility.
+ Compatible with Dividends Horizon panels, ensuring long term consistency.
+ Coordinates with Knoll universal storage components and freestanding height-adjustable tables.

WALL MOUNTED OVERHEADS
- Flip-Up Door
- Double Sliding Door
- Shelf
- Overhead Bookshelf
- Single Sliding Door

WORKSURFACES
- Credenza Mounted
- Storage Mounted
- Wall Mounted
- Tables

Refer to Tone, k.stand or k. base product lines for additional height-adjustable desk options

DESK COMPONENTS
- Corner Assembly
- End Panel Return
- Pedestal Return
- Bridge
- Desk End
- Intermediate End
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Options
+ Wall system is available in 57", 64" 71" and 78" heights.
+ End trim for wall tracks is available for applications where a finished end is desired.

Sustainable Design
+ BIFMA level® Certified
+ FSC® certified
(Certification #: C028824)
+ Clean Air GOLD certified
+ Contributes to LEED® certification for existing buildings, commercial interiors and new construction.

Learn more about sustainable Design at Knoll: https://www.knoll.com/design-plan/resources/environment

**STORAGE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series 2 Mobile Pedestal</th>
<th>Series 2 Floorstanding Pedestal</th>
<th>Series 2 Doublewide Pedestal</th>
<th>Credenza without Doors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Credenza with Sliding Doors | Credenza with Drawer and Sliding Door |

**INSERT MATERIALS**

| Slatwall | Tackable Fabric | Markerboard |}
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